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Abstract—We describe the use of the Jetstream research-cloud,
a purpose-built system with the goal of supporting “long-tail”
research by providing a ﬂexible, on-demand research infrastruc-
ture, to provide scalable back-end resources for science gateways.
In addition to providing cloud-like resources for on-demand
science, Jetstream offers the capability to instantiate long-running
clusters which support science gateways. Science gateways are
web-based systems built on computational infrastructure which
provide commonly-used tools to a community of users. We
created a persistent cluster on the Jetstream system which
is connected to the SEAGrid science gateway and provides
additional compute resources for a variety of quantum chem-
istry calculations. We discuss the further application of toolkits
provided by the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment (XSEDE) to build general-purpose clusters on the
research cloud.
Index Terms—cloud-based computation, science gateways,
cluster toolkits.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Jetstream system is designed to provide a production
cloud resource in support of general science and engineering
activities in the eXtreme Digital (XD) ecosystem. While the
United States National Science Foundation (NSF) has funded
a number of high performance computing (HPC) as well
as high throughput computing (HTC) resources, but there
remains a signiﬁcant population of researchers who have
computational and data analysis needs that ﬁt neither HPC
nor HTC resources[6]. The NSF has noted [7]the beneﬁts of
increasing diversity in the range of cyberinfrastructure (CI)
resources available to researchers. Other efforts on the part
of the NSF to provide more support for research in the “long
tail of science” include the Comet[8] system and the Wrangler
data storage and data analytics system[9]. Jetstream provides
a set of virtual host systems with sufﬁcient interconnect speed
to allow real HPC jobs to be completed, with management of
guests by Openstack and Atmosphere APIs.
The Jetstream resource and planned activities are well-
described in [6]. The current system has been implemented
at Indiana University (IU) and Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC). Initial scientiﬁc work has begun and 13
scientiﬁc projects were allocated in the most recent allocation
period for the system, with both elastic and cluster-based
activities approved for use of the system. In this paper we
review the Jetstream architecture and software environment
and detail the implementation of a persistent cluster in Jet-
stream in support of the SEAGrid science gateway [10]. We
also discuss the general uptake of Jetstream as both gateway
provider and as computational backend for gateway environ-
ments. We describe the SEAGrid gateway capabilities and
software requirements for its backend computational resource.
In order to provide scientiﬁc software, we made use of the
XSEDE National Integration Toolkit (XNIT) [11] to provide a
message-passing implementation and chemistry software. The
XSEDE Community Resource Integration team developed the
job management using TORQUE [5] and built a set of Ansible
[3] scripts to conﬁgure the cluster. We detail the requirements
for preparing cloud-based resources for a cluster installation
using these tools. We conclude the paper with a discussion of
future implementations of computational backends for Science
Gateways.
II. JETSTREAM OVERVIEW
The Jetstream system is designed to provide general purpose
cloud resources for research in a conﬁgurable fashion. The
system provides on-demand and persistent virtual systems that
support a wide range of scientiﬁc software in the form of
conﬁgurable environments.
A. Service Functions
The Jetstream system as designed supports multiple modal-
ities of use in support of scientiﬁc research that are currently
not provided within the broader cyberinfrastructure ecosystem.
These include: self-serve academic cloud services, based on
virtual machines images provided by the user or selected from
a library; persistent virtual machine systems which support
the delivery of science gateways such as the Galaxy [12]
life science research gateway; data movement via the Globus
Connect software and authentication via Globus Auth [13].
Jetstream also provides facilities for publishing and sharing
virtual machine images via IU’s persistent digital reposi-
tory, IUScholarWorks, accessible via Digital Object Identiﬁer
(DOI)[14]. Access to interactive desktop sessions on Jetstream
is available via VNC connections.
Within the cyberinfrastructure ecosystem, the Open Sci-
ence Grid, the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment (XSEDE), and other projects provide a broad
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range of resources for computational support of research: high-
performance computing at large scale, high-memory resources,
big data, and visualization systems, but to date no system pro-
vides a highly conﬁgurable virtualized environment with the
capabilities described above. The Jetstream system is designed
to provide resources for the “long tail” of science users [15],
who frequently need more access to interactive computational
resources than they have locally available. Jetstream provides
resources for those that need computational resources for a
short time, which can then be released to serve other users,
while retaining data for future activities. For longer-running
requirements, users can make use of the Jetstream allocation
systems to provide an ongoing resource over time.
B. Hardware Conﬁguration
The Jetstream system hardware architecture follows com-
mercial cloud offerings in terms of uptime and availability.
Two production systems, one at IU and one at TACC, provide
a 100Gbps-linked, distributed cluster infrastructure. A third
development and testing system resides at the University of
Arizona. This conﬁguration offers “zoning” between the two
production centers, similar to that offered in Amazon EC2
resources and elsewhere. A schematic of the Jetstream system
is presented in ﬁgure 1.
Jetstream provides multiple VM conﬁgurations, ranging
from “Tiny”: 1 CPU, 2GB of memory, 20GB of storage, al-
lowing as many as 46 concurrent virtual machine instances per
node, up to “XXL”: 44 CPUs, 120GB memory, 480GB storage,
with one virtual instance per node.[6] “Small”, “Medium”,
“Large”, and “X-Large” conﬁgurations are also offered, with
according sizes. Virtual machines on Jetstream burn XSEDE
’Service Units’ (SUs) at a rate of 1SU/(number of CPUs×
Hour)−1 [21].
C. Software Architecture
Jetstream utilizes the Atmosphere[16] software stack for
presenting a user interface, managing images, provisioning,
monitoring and managing cloud infrastructure. Openstack
provides host and virtual machine management, as well as
virtual machine ﬁlesystem storage, with iRODS software pro-
viding replication between sites. Authentication is provided
by Globus Auth, and user data transfer between the user’s
desktop and virtual machine ﬁlesystems is provided by Globus
Transfer. A diagram of the Atmosphere implementation on
Jetstream is shown in ﬁgure 2.
Atmosphere offers a number of features essential to research
computing in a cloud context. Identity management services,
networking conﬁguration, and security policies are integrated
with the software stack. The software provides complete
functions for managing virtual machine instances throughout
their lifecycle. Finally, data lifecycle management is simpliﬁed
via the Atmosphere web portal and API. The web portal
displays images that can be launched and worked with by the
user, shared between users, and new images can be developed
and uploaded. Once an image is launched it can be used
interactively. A diagram of the Jetstream user interface is
presented in ﬁgure 3.
Fig. 1: Jetstream physical sites and network connectivity
Fig. 2: Atmosphere Architecture in Jetstream
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The Openstack API and Horizon Dashboard are also option-
ally exposed to some users who require greater customization
of their virtual environment than is available through Atmo-
sphere. This allows for direct interaction with the Openstack
core services such as keystone, nova, neutron, and cinder, for
scripted or command-line conﬁguration of identity manage-
ment, compute resources, networking, and storage volumes.
The Heat service allows for simple YAML conﬁguration ﬁles
to be used in specifying an entire “stack” of components.
D. Uptake of Jetstream as a Science Gateway hosting envi-
ronment
The Jetstream project description when originally proposed
hinged on the implementation of Jetstream VM’s as back-end
computational infrastructure for science gateways. The intent
of providing these resources was to leverage already-existing
demand in order to supply a community group with little to no
transition costs for switching to Jetstream from their previous
back-end systems.
The Jetstream environment has proven to be fertile ground
for hosting Science Gateways from a variety of disci-
plines. The Chemcompute project augments local resources
at Sonoma State University to allow users to run jobs with
the GAMESS and TINKER packages on Jetstream, using a
single node[18], as well as resources on SDSC’s Comet and
PSC’s Bridges systems. The SEAGrid and SciGap projects
already make use of Jetstream for hosting the front-end web-
server portions of their science gateway projects. The AT-
LAS project uses Jetstream to extend their available compute
resources for particle physics simulations and data analysis,
through a gateway-like workﬂow. The CIPRES Gateway for
systematic and population biology currently allows users to
run a variety of computationally intense codes on XSEDE
resources, including Jetstream, through a point-and-click web
interface that provides access to phylogenetic reconstruction











TABLE I: Major gateway projects utilizing Jetstream re-
sources, both for computational and infrastructure purposes.
SUs on Jetstream are used up at the rate of 1 SU ×
(number of CPUs×Hour)−1. This data was taken on Feb
20th, 2017 via the XDMoD utility[20], and spans the total
lifetime of the Jetstream project.
software [19]. The Neuroscience Gateway project, which has
been using XSEDE resources for 5 years, is expanding to use
Jetstream as a computational resource in the second round of
XSEDE to conduct computational neuroscience simulations.
Emre Brookes at University of Texas Health Science Center
at San Antonio has expanded the Genapp project, which
leverages the Airavata framework to allow users to submit
jobs either from a web portal or GUI, to use Jetstream as an
extensible computational resource. This project has become
one of the largest (by SUs spent) projects currently running
on Jetstream I.
One of the largest groups of gateway users on Jetstream
comes from the Galaxy Project. The Galaxy project is a
workﬂow-based science gateway for biomedical research.
Through Jetstream, users can create their own multi-user
Galaxy instances, or use Jetstream machines as computational
resource through the main Galaxy page. A particularly interest-
ing application, enabled by the Galaxy Gateway Infrastructure
Development project, is the ability for a user to spin up a
small Galaxy master, conﬁgure it to support their particular
workﬂows (using Jetstream or other resources for compu-
tational power), and share/replicate as needed amongst their
colleagues. The Galaxy Gateway Infrastructure Development
project is led by Enis Afghan at Johns Hopkins University.
With the addition of DOI-tagging on Jetstream VMs, this
becomes a very powerful scientiﬁc tool in the biomedical
research world.
Useage of Jetstream via Gateway environments has been
quite strong, as can be seen in Table I. Gateway useage to
date has been about 65% of total Jetstream usage. Some of
the projects mentioned here have only begun to utilize the
power of this fully operational cloud environment, and several
new gateway-oriented allocations have been granted as well,
such as the extension to the SCEC Petascale Research project
led by Thomas Jordan at the University of Southern California,
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which develops physics-based predictive models of earthquake
rupture and ground motion processes and improves existing
seismic hazard computational methods.
III. SEAGRID ARCHITECTURE
SEAGRID[10] is a science gateway for chemistry and
molecular dynamics research, which provides a single point of
access to resources via a desktop client, which communicates
with a middleware system. The middleware system, Apache
Airavata [17], manages job submissions on batch scheduled
HPC resources. SEAGrid also provides a browser-based client
at SEAGrid.org which accesses the same middleware. The
client and browser application both allow access to resources
allocated via XSEDE or via other local allocations. SEAGrid
leverages XSEDE computing resources, and has enabled over
120 publications and hundreds of projects.
The architecture of Apache Airavata manages worker ser-
vices that allow users to compose, launch, and monitor work-
ﬂows on a variety of computing infrastructure. It has been
developed with a particular eye towards enabling science gate-
ways, which allow users to focus on performing calculations
without managing the peculiarities of different computing
resources. Airavata requires nothing more than an authorized
user on a compute resource, and can submit jobs to a variety
of schedulers. It does require a static address to access for
each resource, and luckily Jetstream was designed with long-
term persistent VMs in mind. While it would be possible to
provision dynamic computing resources behind a persistent
headnode, for the initial project we made the entire cluster
static.
IV. IMPLEMENTING PERSISTENT CLUSTERS IN JETSTREAM
In implementing persistent clusters on Jetstream, a few main
goals were identiﬁed as requirements that served both the
needs of the SEAGrid community as well as providing simple
management on the part of the XSEDE Community Resource
Integration team without undue development requirements:
• Easily created/destroyed with minimal hands-on work to
the VMs
• Easily conﬁgured for different gateways
– Simple scheduler conﬁguration
– Simple conﬁguration of users
– Easy to add/change needed scientiﬁc software
• Allow for longer execution times than available on other
resources
To these ends, we chose to use the conﬁguration manage-
ment tool Ansible for the ﬁnal conﬁguration of a live set
of VM instances. The initial VMs are created through the
implementation of a small number of Heat templates. While
these allow for a great deal of customization, it was necessary
to handle additional steps such as scheduler conﬁguration and
building some scientiﬁc software after the VMs are started. A
series of Ansible “roles” [2] were developed to mimic the basic
structure of a standard MPI-oriented cluster, handling separate
tasks such as deﬁning users, sharing nfs mounts, installing and
conﬁguring the scheduler, and building scientiﬁc software. The
cluster has a basic architecture of a single head-node, based
on a ’Small’ VM, controlling a number of compute nodes,
on ’Large’ VMs, on a private network. For most scientiﬁc
software, we leverage the existing resources available in the
XNIT when possible, as well as using the pre-built versions of
MPI. In the case of SEAGrid, we added the step of building
Quantum Espresso [4] from source, as it was not yet available
in the XNIT.
Before a new “virtual cluster” (VC) is built, a few things are
speciﬁed in conﬁguration ﬁles, primarily to allow for greater
ﬂexibility when new users or groups ask for a new VC. The
main details have to do with specifying the allocation under
which the VC is created, and which users need to be added to
the allocation. Public SSH keys for those users must also be
added to the Ansible role in order to allow access, and a list
of scientiﬁc applications can be edited in the Ansible script
itself. The current setup uses the Torque resource manager
with a simple “ﬁrst-in, ﬁrst-out” (FIFO) scheduler, although a
basic Slurm [1] setup is also an option.
Currently, it is possible to spin up a working VC for a
new group in a matter of minutes, provided that no additional
software outside of the XNIT must be included, which already
includes a wide range of software. A detailed list of XNIT
software is available at the XSEDE Community Software
Repository The Ansible roles, heat templates, and example
deployment scripts are available in a public github repository.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the capability to setup a persistent
system for SEAGrid, which is currently in production, and
reﬁned the process to the point that setting up additional
resources is a matter of gathering requirements from the
user, and running a handful of commands. This substantially
contributes to the availability of resources for users of science
gateways, in the case that there are not sufﬁcient computational
resources available for the community. This also makes a
new class of compute resource available through Jetstream,
rather than a single instance model. For resource-constrained
groups needing long-term HPC-style compute resources, the
Jetstream-based VC is an effectively free resource that can
be used for both research and education, and also offers a
new solution a problem often faced by quantum chemistry
researchers in particular, where jobs often need more run-
time than is allowed on many resources. This project also
substantially developed the XSEDE Community Resource
Integration toolkit, helping the team adapt it for research
cloud deployment, and allows campus cyberinfrastructure pro-
fessionals the option of trying the XNIT stack before they
implement locally, increasing adoption and familiarity with the
toolkit. In the future, this resource will be further developed to
allow for dynamic allocation of compute nodes based on job
size, since a persistent cluster will more rapidly burn through
a Jetstream project allocation, as Jetstream projects are based
on the total time VMs are running. The XSEDE Community
Resource Integration team will work closely with the Science
Gateways Research Center in order to extend this capability
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